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The markets are still posed to swing either way, but as
long as gas flows from Russia start to come through in
increased volume, prices should start to fall back.

Long Term: Bearish
Beyond the winter period, as demand eases off, this
should allow a period of storage recovery in Europe and
with it, prices falling back. Prices could remain at high
levels still.
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Delay and red tape over Nord Stream 2 ↑
European Gas storage levels below 5 year average ↑

h

Initial projections of a colder winter ↑
Lack of gas capacity purchased in East Europe ↑
Oil continue to make steady gains ↑
Optimism on Nord Stream 2 approval for next year ↓
Mild temperatures for UK and Europe ↓
LNG schedule picking up ↓
GazProm to start supplying European gas storage from 8th ↓
November ↓
UK gas storage levels still at 100% ↓
Coal prices crash 42% in value ↓

Gas - 34%

h

Power - 27%

Price Change from other commodities
Value change

Commodity

Value 01/10

Brent Oil

$79.28

$84.71

+6.8%

EUA Carbon Dec 21

€62.04

€56.94

- 8.2%

Coal 2021

$167.95

$98.40

- 42%

Pound/Euro Cross rate

£1.17

£1.18

+ 1%
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Review of market movements over October
October was a volatile month in wholesale prices, reaching a new record breaking
peak at the start, before tailing off, and seeing a dramatic drop off right at the end
of the month. Overall the markets were down 34% and 27% respectively on gas
and power. Below are some of the key drivers:

Key Drivers
Mild weather suppresses demand
October was a warm month, with a mean temperature of 10.9C across the UK, 1.4C
above the long-term average. The warmer weather, not just in the UK, but across
Europe has helped to suppress gas demand and has been a recurring driver in
bringing prices down this month.
GazProm to ramp up gas flows to Europe from the 8th November
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It was announced by Putin that once Russia has filled its domestic storage, more
focus will be placed by GazProm on fulfilling Europe's demand needs. The planned
date for this to start is the 8th of November. The markets reacted very positivity to
Russia's intent and brought prices down.
LNG schedule to UK improving
LNG deliveries into Europe and the UK are improving, helped by cooling off
demand in Asia, and an improved output of vessels on the market. The outlook for
November looks strong too with continual deliveries booked in.
With Storage levels untouched at the end of October, still at 100%, and a strong
LNG schedule, it helped to see the price flash crash we saw right at the end of the
month.
Oil prices make steady gains
While most energy commodities fell in October, notably coal prices, one bucked
the trend. That was oil. It made a further near 7% gain as supply cannot match the
growing demand. While oil's influence is not what it was on gas and power prices,
its still has an impact, and has helped to limit the losses.
1GW of capacity back at the IFA1 interconnector
Mid October saw half of the 2GW IFA1 interconnector return to operation,
following a fire at the site. This helped to ease the energy squeeze across the UK.
The bad news is that National Grid indicated that they expect to bring 500 MW
back online between Oct-22 and May-23 before having full capacity available by
Oct-23, a whole two years time.
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Long term
Graphs
Graph 1: Wholesale gas prices 2013 to date

Graph 2: Wholesale power prices 2013 to date

Outlook

Prediction and key events for the month ahead
Will Russia meet Europe's gas needs?
Much of November and Winter prices hinge on Russia. If the promises turn into actions and Russia
do deliver as intended, we could start to see prices drop off with confidence and storage levels
improved. With Russia keen for the yet approved Nord Stream 2 to be given the green light
however, it may not be that simple and gas could still be used as political leverage against Europe.
Will November remain mild?
The outlook for the start of November is mixed. Cold at first, before mild conditions foretasted to
resume for a sustained period. Should November match October in above average temperatures,
this should ease demand. Forecasts can however change and there is still a suggestion the peak of
Winter will be below average temperatures on current models.
Will LNG schedule continue to improve for UK?
There were positive signs in October and early November than LNG bookings are picking up. If this
momentum and trend can continue into the winter, it will add greater security of supply. One
factor to influence this is Asian demand. At the moment it is on the decline, having been fully
saturated with LNG supply, but this could quickly change as consumption ramps up over the
Winter.
Where are covid cases heading?
At the time of writing, the 7 day average of confirmed Covid cases have been in slow decline for a
good three weeks. Some scientists have attributed the half term period to this, while others point
to the booster roll out starting to take affect. More important than cases are hospitalisations, which
are holding very steady according to ONS. The question is if this trend is set to continue into the
winter. Avoiding any form of a lockdown will help keep demand high, supporting prices up, while
restrictions to industry could see demand fall and with it prices.

Recommendation
We have seen a large drop in prices in October, however, prices do still remain very
high. The Winter period is still expected to be volatile, but once threw this period, we would
expect prices to begin to drop off into Spring. Our recommendation therefore is to look
at your procurement around then if able too. If you do have an upcoming renewal before then, a
12 month option, or flex would be our preferred recommendation.

The report is based on our educated opinion taken from publicly available data. This is not a
guarantee on future price movements, market prices can go up or down unexpectedly

